
To the rector Prof. Murdjeva, MD, PhD

to the student office,

to the professors of the MU-PLOVDIV.

My name is Carlo Columella, faculty number 5941 now former of the Medical University of

Plovdiv. This letter is a'small gesture that lwant to make at the University of Plovdiv, an

excellence in the medical field of your country, a great recognition and gratitude to those

who gave me the great opportunity to be able to start a path and a faculty that I have

always desired. I came to you with the awareness of having put myself in it to enter and at

the same time the thousand thoughts and fears, the beginnings, the new environment. I

remember it wasn't easy. I have seen my life chang€, ffiy distant family and the lack of all

the people I care,about. But in life you make choices and sacrifices and I did well and the

professors who saw and met me know this perfectly well. I also remember in particular

your dear speech when there was the admission test. I thank you for the welcome, for the

availability of those who work in your administration. An efficient and excellent service. In

a difficult moment like this for the whole worlQ, I feel that there has been a great change

and there have been conditions and choices that have led me not to continue with MU

PLOVDIV. I leave here a piece of my heart, my friendships, my professors who have known

me, lt was a painful choice, especially due to my family's fear of the Covid-19 situation.

I am sad to have to leave this university, you have given me so much and I think it is right

that I say it with an open heart: THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR EVERYTHING !

I really hope to be able to come back and be able to relive that environment that I lived

with great enthusiasm and I think that today doing this faculty well is also for the skills of

the excellent professors.

Remembering always: Dedicated to humanity!

Thank you very much!

It was a pleasure, sincerely

Carlo Columella


